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DCITRAQ (COLOTRAQ)
DCITRAQ is the industry’s first cloud-based software for sourcing cloud,
colocation and connectivity services anywhere in the world. Users can
dynamically research, compare and purchase Data Center Infrastructure
(DCI) through COLOTRAQ’s unrivaled network of over 400 service
providers in practically every market worldwide. This includes over 200
enterprise cloud services providers and access to more than 2,100
colocation/managed hosting facilities around the globe. The completely
free cloud based software is robust and highly innovative in its design
and will invariably revolutionize the way companies source colocation,
managed hosting, cloud and related network services. DCITRAQ is
powered by COLOTRAQ’s experience specializing in data center and
cloud infrastructure deployments for hundreds of enterprises since its
inception in 1999.
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Beyond its highly polished and user friendly exterior, DCITRAQ
incorporates a customizable algorithm that matches a client’s project
requirements to the offerings and capabilities that vendors have specified
in the system. Dynamic sorting and filtering capabilities provide you with
even more control in determining from which vendors you should request
quotes. A user will then be able to launch a comparison chart that will
highlight the matching vendors’ capabilities and offerings to further
streamline and simplify the sourcing process.

Smart ITAD (IT Asset/Equipment Disposition) (SpruceIT)
Proactive approach to the management of aging IT equipment and the
proper secure disposition of the equipment with certified data scrubbing,
recycling and/or repurposing through a global sales channel to realize a
return on your original investment.
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Maximize value recovery and eliminate data & e-waste liabilities
associated with decommissioned digital assets/equipment such as
servers, laptops, tablets, phones, etc. through our unique application of
global, market-driven, reverse logistics services (Secure ITAD Services).
The asset disposition suite of services is process-engineered to minimize
logistics, audits and data destruction costs while accelerating maximum
value recovery. This includes onsite and off-site NAID, DoD and NIST
Compliant data eradication and/or media shredding and BAN compliant
recycling services.
Our global network of computer resellers can return strong dollars on any
repurposed equipment.
Protect your Brand when retiring IT Assets. Receive a Return on your
Investment.
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